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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NO F10.1
SLUDGE COLLECTOR FOR RECTANCULAR TANK
FINNCHAIN SYSTEM

GENERAL Chain & flight type sludge collector suitable for rectangular
sedimentation tanks

TYPE FINNCHAIN Sludge Collector System

MANUFACTURER FINNCHAIN Oy, Rauma / Finland

COLLECTOR TYPES The following basic collector types are available:

A. SURFACE AND BOTTOM COLLECTOR

B. BOTTOM COLLECTOR

C. BOTTOM COLLECTOR, LAMELLA TANK

D. SURFACE COLLECTOR

D.1. Scum Skimmer

 

Collector chains run over four (4) sets of sprockets wheels
per tank side so that the flights clean the sludge from the
tank bottom and push it to the end of the tank  for removal.
On the return run the scraper flights move the scum to the
opposite tank end.

Collector chains run over 3 sets of wheels per tank side so
that the flights clean the sludge from the tank bottom

Collector chains run over 2 sets of wheels per tank side so
that the flights clean the sludge from the tank bottom.
Because the chains are running in the bottom area of the
tank, the middle and top of the tank remain free for
installing e.g. lamellas.

Collector chains run over 2 sets of wheels per tank
side installed above the water level so that flights
skim the surface scum and sweep it over a ramp.
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E. GRIT COLLECTOR
E.1. Grit collector with flights

F. CROSS COLLECTOR

          

FINNCHAIN SCRAPER SYSTEM COMPONENTS:

Pos. Item Types available

A. Collector chain HA200, HA205
B. Chain Watch safety system QE11/200, QE12/205
C. Drive Wheel Z=11/HA200, Z=12/HA205
D. Idler Wheel FC-76, FC-80, FC-80x2
E. Scraper Flight FC-190, FC-200, FC-220, FC-300, FC-310
F. Drive shaft S163, S219
G. Drive shaft bearings B80
H. Idler shafts S2004-3A, S2005-3B, S2139-3 
I. Return rail Z-3, FC-R100
J. Bottom rail FC-122, FC-122S
K. Drive Unit SEW , Nordgear or acc. to clients request
L. Drive chain HA44, 16B-1, 20B-1
M. Drive and driven wheels Z=19, Z=46, Z=23, Z=57
N. Diverse

In a grit collector, the collector chains run over 2 sets of
wheels per tank side so that the flights remove the grit
from the tank bottom to the grit hopper.

The basic Finnchain components are used, however the
scraper flights and bottom rails are made of stainless
steel.

Grit collectors with buckets are also available. 

 

The cross collector removes the sludge from the sludge
hopper. The cross collector can be of type B or C,
depending on the tank structure.
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A. COLLECTOR CHAINS 

CHAIN HA200 CHAIN HA205

The patented collector chains are notched-link type chains.  

The bearing areas are maximized in size in order to reduce the chain wear rate. 

The bottom side of chain links are radiused to match the same radius of the idler
wheels, which have a smooth rim (no wearing teeth), minimizing the wear of chain
and wheels. The chain links share a large contact surface with the idler wheels as to
reduce surface pressure and reduce the wear of the chain.

No attachment links:
Scraper flights are attached directly to chain links in order to avoid abrasion caused
by vibrations due to the use of attachment links.

The pins have a T-head feature to seat in the link in order to prevent pin rotation, and
have a self locking feature. The pins are to be secured with locking studs against
moving out of position. The locking studs are blue in colour to facilitate visual
inspection of their proper installation.

The given breaking load is tested by an independent laboratory after manufacturing.
1  of  1000 links  had been tested,  the  test  results  are  available  on  request  in
connection with delivery..

Type Pitch Breaking Working Bearing surface, mm2 Weight Material Material
 mm load, kN load, kN joint tooth notch kg/m link pin

         
HA200 198 20* 10 1170 1300 1,5 Polyacetal Polyamide
HA205 206 30* 16 1320 1640 2,4 Polyacetal Polyamide

         
 lower limit of tolerance – 5 %  
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CHAIN WATCH WITH INTEGRATED OVERLOAD SWITCH

The patented Chain Watch, which totally prevents the chain from skipping and the
flights from turning, consists of two pivoting AISI 304 stainless steel levers which are
radiused to match with the radius of the drive wheel. Should the chain attempt to lift
off the wheel it will push either lever which in turn will activate an inductive switch
stopping the scraper system, corresponding the load to which the Chain Watch is
adjusted to. 

The Chain Watch will thus prevent the system from any damages, which may develop
from foreign matters etc. which could get the system stuck. 

The Chain Watch assembly is fastened to tank wall with an adjustable bracket of AISI
304 stainless steel. The flight end connectors feature a deep notch allowing them to
pass under the Chain Watch.

The inductive switch for the Chain Watch requires a supply voltage of 20-250V
AC/DC.

The inductive switch is supplied with a 10 m long wire.
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COLLECTOR CHAIN DRIVE WHEELS WITH ADJUSTABLE
PITCH

DRIVE WHEEL Z=11/HA200 DRIVE WHEEL Z=12/HA205

                                   

The patented drive wheels are one part wheels, having a series of horizontal pins
which drive the chain by locating in each notch. The force exerted by each pin is
evenly spread across the entire width of the chain links, allowing an exact guiding of
the chain. 

The drive wheels consist of two side plates, which are joined to each other by bolts
and self-locking nuts of AISI 316. The bolts are inserted through steel tubes located
between the side plates for keeping the distance and serving as pulling pins for the
collector chain. The  number  of  pulling  pins  is  either  11  (Z=11/HA200)  or  12
(Z=12/HA205) depending on the type of the collector chain.

The wheel pins are covered with wear-resistant polyurethane sleeves with good
friction properties. 

Quite unique is the patented possibility to adjust the distance between the drive pins
(pitch) as to compensate for chain wear and elongation. This feature ensures that
always the maximum amount of pins are in drive operation thus reducing wear and
increasing life-time. 

Type   Pitch   Inner No of Drive pin Side plate
                      

Material  
 diameter width drive pins diameter thickness   
 mm mm  mm mm Pin Side plate
        

Z=11/HA200 661 105 11 20 4 PEUR   AISI 304 or 316
Z=12/HA205 728 125 12 20 4 PEUR   AISI 304 or 316
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D. COLLECTOR CHAIN IDLER WHEELS, TYPE FC- 

The idler wheels are totally round, one part molded, cogless idlers without wearing
teeth. 

Type Rim diameter Hub bore Hub length Weight           Material

 mm mm mm kg   

FC-76 450 76,1 125 4     Nylon (Nyrim)
FC-80 450 80,1 125 4     Nylon (Nyrim)

       

E. SCRAPER FLIGHT ASSEMBLY

The patented flight assembly is composed of the actual flight corpus and of two
connecting pieces attached to each end of it. 

The flight members are of pultruded composite construction with a matrix of fully
cured polyester, incorporating additives and fillers, and reinforced with glass fibre.
The flights have an average fibreglass content of 60 - 70 % to insure extraordinary
rigidity and strength. 

In each collector at least two scraper flights are equipped with a rubber blade
optimising the cleaning of the tank floor. However, in  type D scrapers (surface
skimmer) all flights are furnished with a rubber blade. Rubber blades are mounted
into a groove, prepared on the profile.

The standard distance between flights is 5 m. Any other distance is applicable, if
needed.
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The Finnchain system provides 5 different flight types. The choise of flights is based
on tank width and sludge loads.

FLIGHT END CONNECTORS

The flight end connectors are shaped to provide a lowered fastening of collector
chain to centre of flight profile to ensure smooth, vibration free travel of flights. The
flight end connectors also let the flights pass under the Chain Watch. Holes for
fastening the collector chain and wear shoes are also provided in the connectors.
The scraper flights are delivered complete with factory mounted end connectors and
wear shoes and bolts for flight fastening to chain.

The flight end connectors for flighttypes FC-190, FC-200, FC-220 and FC-300 are
made of polyacetal and the flight end connector for flight FC-310 is made of AISI

Flight Dimensions Thickness Weight Cross      Moment of Inertia Polar Moment
Type  X - X Y - Y  sectional I1 I2 of Inertia, lv

 mm   kg/m area, mm2 mm4 mm4 mm4
FC-190 190 x   71 x 2,5 2 x 2,5 2 x 2,5 2 1 098 3 605 000 376 100 479 313
FC-200 200 x 100 x 2,5 2 x 2,5 2 x 2,5 2,6 1 344 5 724 000 1 152 500 2 520 000
FC-220 220 x 120 x 3 3 x 3 2 x 3 4,1 2 315 10 881 245 5 083 635 7 012 345
FC-300 300 x 100 x 2,5 2 x 2,5 2 x 2,5 3,2 1 702 11 183 000 1 664 100 2 521 000
FC-310 310 x 120 x 3 3 x 3 2 x 3 5,3 2 823 19 917 118 5 600 130 7 013 038
         

               
       FC-190     FC-200   FC-220     FC-300      FC-310
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304. In special cases all polyacetal flight end connectors can be replaced by AISI
304 end connectors.

WEAR PADS WITH GUIDANCE

Each flight is fitted with 4 (four) 21-34 mm thick wearing pads to run on the floor rails
and on the return rails. The wearpads are shaped to provide lateral guidance for the
flights, in connection with the bottom rails.

The wear pads are made of polyamide (PA) and will be attached to the scraper flight
with AISI 316 stainless steel screws. 

F. DRIVE SHAFT

The drive shaft is made of solid AISI 304 stainless steel, and turns in the bearings
mounted to the tank walls. The shaft diameter is 80 mm and the diameter of the
tubular centre part of the shaft assembly is in the range of 168,3 to 323,9 mm, the
wall thickness of the tube is min. 2,5 mm, depending on the length of the shaft. The
wheels are fastened by bolts to the flanges at each end of the shaft. The shaft with a
168,3 mm tube is indicated S163 and with 219,1 mm tube, S219.

G. ADJUSTABLE DRIVESHAFT  BEARINGS

                  
The bearings for the drive shafts are self aligning, made of wear-resistant material
(high molecular polyethylene). 

The structure of the bearing is a guarantee for a long life span, because the hole
of the bearing is always in line with the shaft. The whole bearing area is in use,
therefore the surface pressure is very small.

The bearings are designed for water lubrication. 

The bearing supports are made of AISI 304 stainless steel. They are supplied with
an adjustment feature, in order to ease installation of the shaft. The supports are
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installed with chemical anchor bolts onto the tank wall.

H. IDLER SHAFT

The idler  wheel  shafts  are  AISI  304 stainless  steel  stub shafts  and the shaft
diameter is 76,1 mm. The shafts are made of tube having 3,6 mm wall thickness.

All idler shafts are adjustable to any direction to ensure easy  alignment of the chain.
Additionally, in each tank 2 idler shafts are mounted on a sliding base in order to
make chain tensioning during installation very easy.

The idler wheels are secured sideways with two (2) AISI 304 stainless steel retaining
rings.

I. RETURN RAILS

FC-R100, INCLUDING WEAR STRIP 

The FC-R100 return rail is a composite construction with a matrix of fully cured
polyester, incorporating additives, fillers, reinforced with glass fibre, with the FC-122
rail, made of polypropylene, as wear strip. The brackets are made of PP and GRP
composite to ensure great supporting strenght to the rail. Wear strips are mounted to
the T-profile by M8 screws and nuts and are easy to replace.

The FC-R100 T-profile rails are mounted to each other with a special attachment
piece made of POM. This piece is just pushed to the rail and supports the rail. 

Return  rail  brackets  are  mounted  to walls  with  M10  chemical  anchors.  The
brackets have a possibility for adjustment in vertical and horizontal direction. In
this  way  the  installation  is  more
flexible.
 
The distance between the  brackets
variate but is usually between 1,5 m –
2,5 m. 

Unless otherwise specified, FC-R100
rail will be delivered as standard.

STEEL  Z-PROFILE  RAIL

Return rails of AISI 304 stainless steel measure 110 x 50 x 30 x 3 mm (Z-profile).
They are welded to adjustable support brackets, which in turn are fastened to tank
walls by chemical anchor bolts The distance between the supports will be approx.
 2 m.  
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The scraper flights run on these rails on their return travel. No separate wear strips
are required.

J. BOTTOM RAILS

            

Guiding track prevents           Allowance for thermal expansion       Quick and easy replacement

Quick & Easy replacement              
flight derailment                       of rail element

            of rail element

The bottom rails are of polypropylene and shaped to provide lateral guidance for the
flights. For facilitating  installation the guidance is provided on one side only, the rail
on the other side is delivered flat. 

The rail system consists of 1,2m long segments and connection pieces which are
fastened to the floor prior to mounting rail segments. For fastening of the segments
and connection pieces AISI 304 stainless steel screws and plastic dowels are being
used. 

The rail system features an allowance for thermal expansion.

K. DRIVE UNIT / MOTOR

The drive unit  is a helical gear unit, fully housed, running in oil, with antifriction
bearings throughout. 

The motor is totally enclosed, ball bearing mounted with fixed speed and ample power
for  starting  and  continuously  operating  the  mechanism under  normal  operating
conditions without overloading. The motor meets IEC standards and is suitable for
operation on 380 – 415 volts, 3 phase, 50 and/or 60 Hertz. Protection class is IP55,
insulation class B. The motor is directly connected to the speed reducer and mounted
as a common unit. 

The drive units will be pre-assembled in the shop and shipped as a complete unit to
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ensure proper assembly of all components. 

A chain cover is delivered as standard supply. A motor cover is optionally available.

DRIVING METHOD

1 drive unit/1 collector. Optionally available: 1 drive unit/2 collectors.

SCRAPING VELOCITY

According clients request. 

If no speed is specified by the client, the speed 1,2 m /min is used as a standard.

DRIVE UNIT WITH VARIABLE SPEED

As an option, upon request, the drive units can be equipped with a frequency inverter. 

Frequency Inverter  

In case the scraping velocity has to be variable, a frequency inverter is required. The
scope of frequencies is from 20 to 100 Hz. The use of an inverter is possible in motors
with a power of min. 0,25 kW.

The standard model complies with the EMC directive 89/336/EEC. Operation voltage
is 200 - AC 240 V and the connection type is 1-phase. 

3-phase connection  is also available, the inverter´s operation voltage is 380 - 500 V.

L. DRIVE CHAINS

Finnchain uses 3 different drive chain types, the choise depends on the tank size
and sludge loads.

The non-metallic drive chain is a notched-link type chain, the stainless steel chains
are standard roll chains.

Type Pitch Breaking Working    Bearing surface Pin diam Width Height Weight
       Mat

erial  

 mm load kN load kN joint tooth notch mm mm mm kg/m Link Pin

HA44 44 17* 9 560 880 14 80 36 2,6 POM PA
*The breaking load of the chain is 17 kN when delivered, with a lower limit of tolerance  -5%.
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Type DIN Pitch

                
Diameter

mm  Weight Breaking Bearing Area Material
  mm Pin Roll kg/m load kN mm2  

16B-1 8187-1 25,4 8,28 15,88 2,6 40 210 AISI 304
20B-1 8187-1 31,75 10,19 19,05 3,5 60 290 AISI 304

M. DRIVE CHAIN SPROCKETS 

The non-metallic drive chain HA44 is running over wheels with adjustable pitches
(principle see chapter C).

The drive chain´s (16B-1, 20B-1) drive and driven sprockets are made of AISI 304
stainless steel. Usually the wheels are Z=23 and Z=57 for 16B-1 and Z=19 and
Z=46 for 20B-1.

N. ATTACHMENT MATERIAL

All attachment bolts and anchor bolts are made of AISI 316 stainless steel, furnished
with the equipment and will be of ample size and strength for the purpose intended.
All attachment and anchor bolts are included.

Bottom rail attachment screws are pre-drilled screw-nails of AISI 304 stainless steel.

O. DIVERSE

WELDS
Certain parts are of welded construction for. ex. drive shaft, idler shafts and drive
shaft brackets. Both, continuous and discontinuous welds are used depending on
the actual load conditions.

SURFACE TREATMENT
All stainless steel items will be delivered without surface treatment. Welded seams
will be sandblasted or brushed.  Acid treatment can be arranged optionally.

WATER LUBRICATION

All parts of the sludge collectors are water lubricated, except the drive unit.  For
surface skimmers (Type D), where almost all parts are above water level and in
tanks that are operated with partial filling only (e.g. storm tanks), the operator has to
arrange appropriate water lubrication for bearings and return rails.
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P. REQUIREMENTS ON CONCRETE DESIGN

RECESS FOR DRIVE CHAIN
On  the side were the drive unit (on top of the basin) is placed, a small recess in the
concrete tank wall is needed where the drive chain will operate. In this way the
scraper flights can extend over the full width of the tank.

IDLER SHAFTS ATTACHMENT
Idler shafts are attached straight to vertical tank walls. If the wall is not vertical (eg.
angles or bevels in the bottom), concrete blocks need to be made for the idler shafts
attaching.

RETURN RAIL ATTACHMENT
Return rails are attached straight to tank walls with a spacing of ca. 1,5 – 2,5 m.  If
the wall is not vertical or there is no wall at all, an additional structure is required for
attaching the return rails.
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P. DESIGN

On receipt of order we would need an updated drawing of the final tank construction.
Additionally, it would be reasonable to have the actual constructed concrete tanks
measured, as the dimensions, after concrete works, usually differ somewhat from
the theoretical dimensions on the drawing.

FINNCHAIN reserves the right to alter the specifications without prior notice.


